
Testimony to Paris Citizen & Police. 2015/12/10,15

Summary:Your task in coming climate hell era is shooting innocent ,hungry mass people

similar as 11/13 in Paris.Nothing willing to tackle climate change is suicide by global elites at

now.Current situation indicates world has been going toward hell to catastrophe 2050.

Motoji Suzuki Climate Journalist in website http://www.777true.net/

Dear Monsieur and Mademoissele ,Madame in PARIS CITIZEN & POLICE.

[1]:Coming climate hell era and Police(with Military).
In recent years,everyone in the world had become aware that climate is becoming worse

and worse year by year(big draght,big floods,big hurricane,sever cold attack,unstable

climate) .However nothing effective climate mending is operated.If the current situation

would be prolonged,warmed Arctic sea flor would cause sudden big methane eruption

(strong GHG),which is to cause sudden temperature rise,which is to cause more methane

eruption.Once such event would have happened.None could stop it.The last stage is called

fireball earth the global mass extinction by oxygen deficit due to massive methane burning.

http://realclimate.org/

It is not SF,but twice historical fact of methane mass extinction called Permian and PETM.

It is coarsely estimated about by 2040～2050. Note it is not so long years.

Thereby, from now 2015 to such 2040～2050 should be called pre-climate hell era.

It is few decades long.Then what will happened in such era ???.

Climate collapse is to damage directly people’s life in saving foods and water ,house

and social infra structure.In the matter of course, terrible increasing damages could not stop

social instability. Police and military would be frequently ordered to suppress riots due

to hungry and angry people in climate disasters.This is the most ugly stage in the hell.

http://www.777true.net/
http://realclimate.org/


[2]:Substantial terrorists now is not lower people,but highest elites(upside down world)
⒜It is hard to understand for general people who believe common sense that something is

upside down.The most example may be the 9/11 terror in 2001.They told criminal was

Muslim,while fact is America themselves(military industry complex and special military troop

who operated remote control air plane(home run)).Since 1990 when USSR was resolved,

they had lost enemy to be big recession.Then they were to make enemy for making war on

terror.In 1995 Tokyo Japan,Religious cult Aumu shinrikyou attacked subway by Sarin gas.

The cult was CIA connection through Touitsu kyoukai.There were agent of secret police in

inner cult.The criminal was operated in watching by police.The similarity of 9/11 is criminal

by religious cult. Religion is too bad in the plotter’s sense. Charlie Hebdo attack was told

done by religious cult.

⒝Then Paris attack 11/13 was terror on ideology(for action making !!)
The terror maker ISIS was created by USA(John MaCcane),so fights and war with ISIS are all

false flag war for making war and confusion in order to make profit for⑴weapon merchant.

Of course the false flag war’s aim is⑵hegemony winning in regions.Author assume another

possibility for⑶terror on ideology(scientific and religious truth for action making !!).

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Summary to tell,now climate has become worsened to global mass extinction before 2050.

But,urgent Arctic Cooling and 80%CO2 cut could save the world(action making !).
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Possible Questions are answered for climate problem and etc..

⒞Paris attack(11_13) is terror against Climate Actions in COP21. 2015/11/21,23
http://www.777true.net/Paris-attack-11_13-is-terror-against-Climate-Actions-in-COP21.pdf

Condolence is to make victims not of no use,and amplified power for overcoming the terror !!!.

Most of elites might have not been aware the deadly climate fact.(no salvation by 2℃

Copenhagen treatment,neglecting emergent Arctic Methane Risk,mending both would need

global conversion from business as usual to climate wartime regime).Since climate science

advisers themselves were deceived by IPCC.Paris attack(11/13)may be terror against genuine

climate activists in COP21.They might have been manipulated someone who hate climate fact.

Ban on Climate March in Paris by French police might be political suppression ! ,

or security service for foreign participants?.By anyhow,we must not be silenced,but more

pursue climate fact toward global propaganda !!!. Effective Climate Mending is outrageous,

however coming climate hell by nothing mending is far more outrageous.There still be salvation

possibility.

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Paris-attack-11_13-is-terror-against-Climate-Actions-in-COP21.pdf


⒟It is not exaggerate to tell that Climate Salvation has been intercepting by Exxon-Mobil
the American emperor Rockefeller.At first,they consider it obstacle for their business,now

they has been fearing the deadly responsibility of climate extinction risk.

ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long

understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.

By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015

http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati

on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the

company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the

climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more

http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123

707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⒠Relation between America and France at now,but not the past.
De Gaulle era(1960s) was anti Anglo Saxon<withdraw from NATO the ally with USA>..

In Japan,some told President Sarközy was agent of America.Then what is President Hollande ?.

In Japan,some told President Hollande is not remarkably against America. However their relation

between Russia is hated by USA. After 11/13,they allied with Russia for fight against ISIS.

In most of American critique,the 11/13 is French version of 9/11.

⒡As for climate,USA and Russia are commonly oil merchant who hate climate.

Then, is France willing to tackle climate problem ?.Non !

⒢End of democracy(Syti.net)and Echantology(Bible et Nobre) in Operation Gradio.
I often see above French site and can not stop to feel a DESPERATE feeling.This concept is

entirely against France tradition of endeavoring to accomplish aim.Certainly French people are

superior in art,philosophy,and science<worth on living purpose>,however they comparably

defeated economy and politics<worth on living tools>.Once Europe nations were invaded by so

called Operation Gradio.It is political conspiracy to purge leftism in Europe and is told

successfully accomplished.Then, also European nations became USA followers.

http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigation-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigation-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral


⒣Religious hate caused the Charie Hebddo attack(Charlie-Hebdo 2015/1/8)

the Charie Hebddo(Charlie-Hebdo 2015/1/8) was a prelude of 2015/11/13 Paris attack.

[3]:Who made this universe ?!!<God the almighty is genuine !!! 2015/11/11>.
It came only from nothing,if not so,something being at first is not the beginning.Then nothing is

nothing forever !.You may think so.It is this that make the solution dead !.Then you use a law that

nothing is nothing forever.This is the law of this material world at now.If it is really nothing,also

law-itself must be nothing.Non can prove being of any law with nothing matters !!.

If nothing law(almighty),then the creation from nothing become possible !!!.

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Religion may be top priority.
http://www.777true.net/Poof-on-God.pdf

Paris attack(11_13) is terror against Climate Actions in COP21(11/30~12/10).
COP21 Paris Climate March banned The Ecologist 18th November 2015

http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_round_up/2986339/cop21_paris_climate_march_banned.html

France forbids massive climate march in wake of Paris attacks 18 Nov 2015

http://grist.org/climate-energy/france-forbids-massive-climate-march-in-wake-of-paris-attacks/

350.org Response to French Government Prohibition of Climate March and
December 12th Mobilization
http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2015/11/18/350org-response-french-government-prohibition-cl

imate-march-and-december-12th

Climate march is enough peaceful,but not violent.Then why French police ban it ?!!.

They might be not Frenchman whose great ancestor was once revolutionist(1789).

Coarsely to tell crime of the Charie Hebddo(Charlie-Hebdo),it may be executed not by the

brother.But by professional killers with blue eyes,who succeeded to escape.Paris Shooters Just

Returned from NATO's Proxy War in Syria 2015/1/ 8,

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/paris-shooters-just-returned-from-natos-proxy-wa

r-in-syria-2484264.html

The Charlie Hebdo Attack: Characteristics of a False Flag Operation?

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-charlie-hebdo-attack-characteristics-of-a-false-flag-operation/5

424669

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Poof-on-God.pdf
http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_round_up/2986339/cop21_paris_climate_march_banned.html
http://grist.org/climate-energy/france-forbids-massive-climate-march-in-wake-of-paris-attacks/
http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2015/11/18/350org-response-french-government-prohibition-climate-march-and-december-12th
http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2015/11/18/350org-response-french-government-prohibition-climate-march-and-december-12th
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/paris-shooters-just-returned-from-natos-proxy-war-in-syria-2484264.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/paris-shooters-just-returned-from-natos-proxy-war-in-syria-2484264.html
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-charlie-hebdo-attack-characteristics-of-a-false-flag-operation/5424669
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-charlie-hebdo-attack-characteristics-of-a-false-flag-operation/5424669


Post Summary;
Since 1990 when USSR was resolved,military industry complex(MIC)with CIA had lost

enemy to be big recession.Then they were to make enemy for making war on terror.The
terror maker ISIS was created by USA(John MaCcane).They are reincarnated NAZIS,athetic in

character,global in scope,ruthless in purpose,insidious in method<Einsenhower 1960>.

The war merchant terribly hate religion(Jew and Muslim believe peace order in God).

The terribly hate also climate (big oil merchant Exxon-Mobil the emperor=Rockefeller).

Thus main criminal has been the American emperor with MIC.NAZIS was created by USA

capitalists to be against Jew the revolutionists<Aushviz>. Then Europe might be the follower.

The prelude Charie Hebddo attack is terror on religion,while 11/13 Paris attack may be

terror on climate(COP21 11/30~12/10).They fear ideology as action making.

Because those would have changed the world now ruled by the emperor.

Revolution is more terrible than defeating war....the mind of the ruler wealthiest.



Petition-It was illegal by Paris Police(2015/12/7). http://www.777true.net/
Author was not allowed to enter COP21 civil society site with following placard !!!.Ban on

entering must be compensated.I strongly demand it to France Governments(2015/12/11).

Urgent Helding another COP21 combined Science and Civil Society Site
again to Declare the Deadly Climate Fact !!!. Then note

declaring the deadly climate fact could determine climate policy at once!!.
As for those who know the deadly climate fact,COP has been absurd enough toward global

suicide.Since the global emperor(prosperity obsessioner at now,but also unconscious or

conscious suicide wisher at last climate catastrophic stage)hate fact tellers.Most global

people might be the same due to the deceptions.Maybe the main cite participants don’t

know(or silent)absolute necessity of 80%CO2 cut to turn down into stable temperature
and deadly Methane Extinction Risk. For long years,COP debates has been putting

responsibility one another to avert fact. As is such confused situation,we could not be

saved.This is COP’s absurd reality since the start.Now time left for salvation has become

less,so the government are to be death penalty final commander to humanity. With rational

judgment,France government had better admit the deadly facts that also author points out.

(1)This portion shall be real mailed directly to the government.

(2)Pre meeting for preparing main cession.

(3)Climate Fact Declaration toward the world by scientists and civil society in main cession

→declaring the deadly climate fact could determine climate policy at once!!.

 Exxon-Mobil the Emperor has been conspiring for climate fact hiding !!!!
Why has essential major climate scientists substantially been SILENT,but few
exceptional ??! It is too late ! ,they found deadly climate facts and become
desperate at that old times. But we few.scientists noticed climate mending is
certainly difficult,but possible by new innovations.

 Paris Attack 11/13 was terror for hiding FACTs not to convert world
This is the deadly problem of do or die !
⑴Possible !!!,
urgent 80%CO2 cut to turn temperature down.
⑵Possible !!!,
urgent Arctic Cooling for ice recover to avert Methane Extinction !
http://www.777true.net/

http://www.777true.net/
http://www.777true.net/


APPENDIX:Authors Position.

If climate scientists had revealed imminent deadly climate facts,he may have
not concerned with climate.
If climate scientists reveal imminent deadly climate facts,politician and people
could not stop to follow.

＊819. The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which,
when it failed, became a moral one later on.......J.W.Goethe.
http://wolfenmann.com/goethe-maxims-and-reflections-full-text.html

＊順天意者、義政也。反天意者、力政也。（墨子、巻之七）

Those who follow heavenly will do politics righteous,while not those do politics force.

(Mozi,Book7,Ancient Chinese Philosopher BC480~BC390).

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mohism/

http://wolfenmann.com/goethe-maxims-and-reflections-full-text.html
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mohism/
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